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STOP signs: T intersections present issues.  
Stopping greenways is contrary to policy, as is stop 
signs where no crashes are occuring. Delays transit 
operations and emergency response.  Higher speeds 
between stop signs are likely.

More Bumps: 4 new speed tables are proposed to 
bring the total to 12 bumps with average spacing of 
260 feet. More speed bumps could discourage bike 
use with little effect on auto volume.

Enforcement: Current staffing limitations and greater 
need elsewhere mean speed enforcement on Lincoln 
is a low priority.  Speed reduction is short-term, 
lasting about as long as Police are present.

Photo Enforcement: Fixed cameras only allowed on 
high crash corridors, like Barbur. Mobile unit limited to 
2 hours.  Threshold is 11 mph over posted.  Only 2% 
of drivers on Lincoln exceed 30 mph. Speed reduction 
is short-term. Greater needs exist elsewhere.

Discussion

$5,000 
EA.

$8,000-
$20,000 

EA.

$5,000/
200' Blk.

Speed Feedback Signs: Usually used where a 
hazard exists, like a curve. Do not display highest 
speeds, just SLOW DOWN message. Over time, tend 
to become part of background. Little effect on volume.

Queuing Street: Single lane sections where drivers 
take turns work best with higher volumes and 
balanced opposing flows.  Little effect on volume. 
Speed between narrow sections may increase.  On 
street parking removal needed near restriction.

Chicane/Serpentine Path: Shifting auto lanes back 
and forth from one side of street to another.  
Removes parking from one side. Angle parking most 
efficient where few driveways exist.  Volume 
reduction unlikley. Driveway access complicated.
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$60,000

Bike Lanes: 6-foot minimum bike lanes require 
parking removal both sides of Lincoln.  Removal of 
curb extensions, medians and islands required.  
Openness of road would attract more through traffic, 
degrading pedestrian experience.

$600/Int.

NO TURN signs: PBOT experience is that peak hour 
turn restrictions are only 12% effective without 
frequent random enforcement.  Enforcement 
resources needed elsewhere.  Fewer cars likely to 
increase speeding.

-$10,000

Only Build Island West of 50th: 40%-50% of 
eastbound traffic on Lincoln east of 50th comes from 
west of 50th.  Fails to address reduction in auto use 
east of 50th Avenue. No effect on speed.

$20,000

Only Limit Access at 60th: Transit access needs to 
be accommodated. Signs only not effective.  Island is 
needed and enforcement for greatest effectiveness. 
Corner reconstruction recommended.  Fails to 
address reduction in auto use east of 50th Avenue. No 
effect on speed.

PPB time

Local Access Only Signs:  Such signs are only 
permitted as part of road construction projects and on 
a temporary basis.  Enforcing such signs would 
require every person entering to be stopped to verify 
residency.  Greater needs for enforcement exist 
elsewhere. Unlikely to change speeding.
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$5,000-
$20,000/

Block

Midpoint Access Management: Emerging tool for 
PBOT. Long learning curve with localized diversion to 
side streets. Midblock pinch point permits transit 
access, but one way segments do not.  Speed 
between restrictions likely to increase. May impact 
parking.
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